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Microsoft
cloud services

Is your organization using or deploying
Microsoft cloud tools like SharePoint,
OneDrive, Outlook or power BI?

The benefits

These cloud-enabled apps are the latest in Microsoft’s 365
toolkit to keep your team collaborating seamlessly, anywhere
and anytime. These resources however, were not always so
accessible to users outside the four walls of the office.

software-defined perimeter provided by NetMotion ensure

SharePoint and OneDrive were historically actual ‘drives’ that
lived on-premise housing content for employees. Microsoft
Outlook used to be an on-site hosted application, built for
the centralized datacentre. Power BI (a tool that can pull data
from on-premise and cloud tools alike), provides net new
functionality for businesses who need to share reports and
visualize data across the workforce.

hidden on the network until access is explicitly approved. Your

If your organization is leveraging these cloud services today
through Microsoft 365 (or you’re planning to do so), you’re
already well on your way to adopting a SASE architecture.
That being said, moving to a cloud environment, brings
conveniences alongside risks. The proper security tools must
be in place in order to manage cloud risk.

1. A zero trust security posture
Microsoft’s conditional access solution alongside the
that every connection to a corporate resource (such as
SharePoint) is contextually analyzed and approved by both
the user and the application itself. Resources remain ‘dark’ or
risk of infiltration is all but eliminated.
2. Contextual policy engine
NetMotion allows your IT team to set policy, ensuring the
absolute best performance and security measures for your
users and corporate resources. For example, any application
can be prioritized over another in order to ensure top of the
line connectivity and bandwidth on poor quality networks.
Additionally, traffic can be selectively tunneled, without losing
visibility or control, allowing for tremendous flexibility.
3. Optimized user experience
NetMotion is the only security platform on the market that
actively improves the end user experience. Downtime

Better together
The cloud is a new and optimal environment for Microsoft
resources to live and develop. Whether hosted in the public or
private cloud, these applications and others require protection
from bad actors who attempt to impersonate your employees
and gain access to your network and resources.
The SASE model, accommodates for exactly these risks,
focused on providing identity-centric security, as a service,
in the cloud. The philosophy strongly opposes network and
security solutions that increase latency. It supports the most
direct, secure connection possible.
NetMotion’s security platform inherently provides identitycentric zero trust security with its software-defined perimeter.
It also eliminates latency, removing ‘network gymnastics’ with
its optimized cloud platform. This allows your employees
to leverage their Microsoft cloud apps without risk of
compromise and without sacrificing on user experience.

historically spent troubleshooting remote employees’ ability to
access their Microsoft cloud tools is eliminated. Collaboration
remains intact, connections are held instead of dropped, and
both audio and video traffic are optimized and persisted. Your
team will see an immediate difference in IT tickets.

Adopt a SASE framework for your
Microsoft apps while actively improving
your employees’ experience. Contact
us for more information.
www.netmotionsoftware.com

